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From Figure 2, it lS found that 83% of the websites have search dialog box on website home page and 17% did
not have this tool in their home page. It is also found that 100% of the websites have included page title and
headlines. The guideline should use simple and straightforward headlines or page title but only 7% of the websites
have used welcome as a fin:t word for page title.

98% of the websites have put the information and menu in well structured and organized. The graph also
indicates that 85% of the w,~bsites have used hypertext in the paragraph.

For guideline 6, only .35% of the websites display a real photo of their product on the website home page and
display product informatioT when photo is being clicked. In order to save a space and decrease the loading process of
the website, 13% of the wel>sites provide image reduction rather than put the original size of the image.

Guideline 8 proposed that links should display a title or brief description and from the graph, 65% of the
websites followed this guic.elinc. From this result, II % of the websites have link title on both text and image/icon.
However, 54% has link titlf: on image only. Unfortunately, 35% website did not put a link title either on both text and
image/icon or image.

Discussion and Recommendation

According to the results obtained from this usability testing, there were only 7% of the analyzed websites followed
all the guidelines suggested by Nielson. The examples of the website are eBay.com.The site is the world's online
market where user can buy or scll anything from anywhere through eBay.com. On the other hand, it was found that
pathfinder.com home page has only 25% of the usable features. It is the worst website found from the testing.

Conclusions

As conclusion based on the overall Web Usability result, most popular website has placed usable guidelines
suggested by Nielson (1999) on their homepage website. The guidelines is recommended to all website which can
increase the usability rather than having only general and traditional style guides such as signature, date stamp, file
size, text size and type, background color, page layout, etc.

It was obviously that cJmmercial website have more usable guidelines as they are going to attract more users to
come and visit their website. This was why those commercial website has more percentage than other website.

Although commercial website has more potential to be more usable like Amazon or eBay, website for other
purpose could become a usable website if they follow other usable guidelines that suitable for their website goals.
For example like W3C website or Google search engine. Those website are well known and has high visitor
everyday. Therefore, it can be concluded that the number of appearance usability on each popular website are based
on the website main goals. Finally, it can be concluded that the popularity of a website is related to the web usability.

Limitations and Recommendations

One major limitations found in this dissertation was to select a popular website. It was hard to determine and identify
the most popular website on the Net. Therefore, for further study, it is recommended that the sample must truly
popular website so that the result will' be more accurate and efficient; It is recommended that for further study, it
should have more sample website to be evaluated so the result could more efficient. It is also recommended that the
usability testing could be done automatically like testing the web accessibility using Bobby. The result would be
more accurate and valid.
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